
DK Cloud
The safest place for all your data

The DataKrypto Cloud (DK Cloud) system encrypts data in order to let the 
applications perform searches and operations without a decryption key. Our 
proprietary algorithm enables fast encryption, searches on encrypted data, 
searches on full and partial strings and allows for math operations. It is highly 
scalable and efficient. DK Cloud exists as SDK or as ODBC/JDBC driver.
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DK Cloud
How it works

Query Encrypted

the query received
by DB is encrypted

Process Query

DB process query searching
for encrypted data

DB return encrypted data

Select, First, Last, Dob, SSN
from user

where Last=’Smith’

Query decrypted

DB return decrypted 
data ‘Smith’

The proprietary homomorphic 
encryption algorithm, DK Cloud, 
allows you to perform arithmetic 
and search operations on the 
encrypted data. It leaves the 
database completely unaware 
of what you are looking for and 
what it has been found during the 
search, without having to share the 
decryption key with applications.

DK Cloud’s “Encryption in 
Process” allows data to be 
decrypted only when viewed by 
authorized users, therefore data is 
end-to-end protected. DK Cloud 
provides an additional layer of 
protection for data in the cloud, 
while ensuring compliance with 
the GDPR legislation.

DK Cloud | Encryption in process

Encryption in motion

Encryption at rest



DK Cloud
Use cases

The flexibility with which the DK Cloud algorithm is developed, together with 
the innovative “by design” approach, allows the DK Cloud usage in many 

areas: industry, healthcare, education, e-commerce and banking. Moreover DK 
Cloud flexibility facilitates the integration with internal infrastructure already 

existing at the customer.

Healthcare

Protected health information
(PHI) are the lifeblood of a
sanitary system. The folders
electronic clinics include
insurance information,
type of therapy, amount of
adequate dosage of drugs
prescribed, and other 
information
strictly personal and therefore
sensitive.

E-commerce

The entry into force of the
legislation on the GDPR has
certainly sensitized
all companies on the subject of
privacy. In this, adoption
of DK Cloud greatly facilitates
this protection, with the use of
complex algorithms like that
homomorphic.

Education

Some important studies 
estimate that one in four schools 
will have at least one significant 
data breach in the near future. 
This is a very concrete problem 
that the institutions will have 
to prepare to face from an 
economic and infrastructural 
point of view. DataKrypto, with 
the DK Cloud solution, can solve 
this type of problem.
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